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Virtual Reality (VR) is a potentially
augmentative technology for classroom
learning. We speculate that 3D visualization of
solutions to mathematical equations would be
assistive in a college level calculus course. To
test our hypothesis, we built a VR system using
commercially available hardware and software.
We implemented visualizations of solutions to
equations from textbooks used in calculus
classes at Shepherd University, where we are in
the process of demonstrating the system to
mathematics professors and recording their
reactions using a survey. So far, three of three
professors reported that they would support
the system’s use in the classroom. We hope to
add features such as projections of curves onto
any plane, and we hope to test the system in a
classroom setting.

Abstract/Introduction Results

Three out of three Shepherd math
professors who tested the device answered
Yes to the following question: ‘Would you
recommend this software for classroom
usage?’ Additionally, the professors each
requested additional features such as
projections and the ability to step through
the parameters.
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Background

Virtual Reality System

Previous literature [1] indicates success in 
developing similar systems using 
Augmented Reality systems for Calculus 
Education. However, Augmented Reality 
systems are not fully immersive, whereas 
Virtual Reality systems can be, giving a basis 
for our project.
Virtual Reality (VR) uses a simulated 
environment paired with a headset and 
audio/sensory feedback mechanisms to 
create an immersive environment. Typical 
commercial options include the HTC Vive
and the Oculus Rift. Educational options 
such as ClassVR and portable options such 
as the Oculus Go also exist as cheaper 
alternatives.
The literature [2] for the Calculus courses 
used at our University was used for picking 
out specific curves to test. The curves we 
chose were Vector-Valued functions, as the 
literature dedicates a 35-page chapter to 
them, making it a good choice for testing.

Target Features:
To create effective software for the 
purposes of Education, we targeted 
specific features. This includes: 
- The ability to view the curves from 

multiple viewpoints
- The ability to project curves onto 

specific planes
- The ability to observe the curve as 

the parameter changes

Fig. 1: Toroidal Spiral

Curves:
The curves we chose to test were 
example curves used by the 
literature. They are as follows:
- Toroidal Spiral
- Trefoil Knot
- Twisted Cubic

Fig. 2: Trefoil Knot Fig. 3: Twisted Cubic

Progress:
We currently have the basic 
environment created to generate and 
test the curves, and are currently 
working on the other planned 
features.

Testing:
To judge whether or not Virtual Reality can be applied to college-level Mathematics 
education, we surveyed 3 Mathematics professors after allowing them to use the 
Virtual Reality Environment and asked them whether or not they would such an 
environment would be beneficial.

Discussion and Future Work

Three professors is a small sample size and isn’t
conclusive on whether or not the environment
would be effective, but it does act as a good
preliminary study for the environment. One
additional thing to consider is that opinion of the
professors may not reflect a student’s
perspective, the support from the professors is a
good indicator and justification for classroom
testing.
Future work includes the implementation of
additional features and the testing of the system
in a classroom setting.

Fig. 4: Person using Virtual Reality Environment


